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GL8814 Womens Outdoor Winter Jacket with Classical Style, Fashion Shining Fabric
Short Description:
This is a hot selling outdoor ladies jacket in winter, with classical style, fashion fabric, popular color and reflex.
Product Introduction:
This is a classic outdoor winter jacket for lady with padding and 2 color yarn shiny fabric. It’s comfortable but
also fashion womens outdoor jacket.
The fabric is 400T nylon, 2 color yarn. And we make it with the popular red and green color. The 2 color yarn
make it with different shine.That make the outlook more fashion. And the 400 T nylon is very soft and
comfortable.
The hood with overall printing lining. It’s more colorful and attractive. In front and pocket zipper, there is
overall print fabric piping in two sides as decoration. It’s matched with the hood lining.
The hand filling padding make it much light but very warm.
The elastic piping in hood, cuffs and bottom could fit your body well and keep the wind outside.The chin guard
in the top zipper could protect your chin very well.
And the logo in the left chest and rubber logo in the right sleeve is also a beautiful decoration
Product parameter:
Item No.

GL8814

Description

Classical Outdoor Winter Jacket for Ladies with Shiny Fabric
Fabric: 400T nylon, 2 color yarn, down proof

Fabric

Lining: 380T polyester
Padding: polyester

Function

windproof, warm

Certificate

OEKO-TEX 100

Package

1pc/polybag, 10pcs/ctn

MOQ.

800pcs/color

Sample

Free of charge for 1-3 pcs sample

Delivery

30-90 days after firm order

Greenland Added Value:
1. Strict quality control.
2. Frequent new designs and trend information.
3. Fast and free samples.
4. Unique solution for customized budget.
5. Warehouse storage service.
6. Special QTY. size & pattern service.
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